50TH
ANNIVESARY
HOMECOMING MARKS GOLDEN YEAR OF THE ECHO

One thousand alumni and
guests of Taylor are expected to
be on campus for Homecoming
festivities Friday and Saturday,
— ' October 25 and 26.
"Echoes" is to be the general

theme for the activities, which
will reflect the last 50 years of
existence for The Echo. Each
previous editor of the school publication will receive a special award
for his service to the paper. A

Candidates tor the title of 1963 home coming queen pause in pre
liminary activities. The girls are Front row: Freshman Char May,,
Donna Van Buskirk, Juniars Joan McAlister, Irmgard Holtz. Back
row: Sophomores Judy Utley, Susan Rosberg. Seniors Carolyn Williansso, Susan Rufenaeht.
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plaque will also be placed in the
Echo office with the names of the
editors inscribed on it.
Iiickoff for the Homecoming activities is slated for 5:45 p.m. with
a dinner in the school cafeteria
for the Queen Candidates. At 8:15
p.m., the Queen's Coronation will
take place in the Maytag Gymnasmm. A pep rally is also sched"led ^ take place at 9:15 p.m. in
the gym.
Registration opens Homecoming
Day activities at 9:00 a.m. All
alumni have been asked to register in the Alumni Office.
Following the registration peri
od, Gamma Delta Beta has plan
ned a brunch beginning at 10:00
a.m. At 11:00
meeting will
»v a.m., a mceung
win
be held in Sammy Morris Lounge
for all Echo staff members followed by an Echo luncheon slated
for 12 noon.
Editor-in-chief of the Echo in
1953, Herschel O. Engebretson.
now associate editor of The Sun
day School Times, will be master
of ceremonies for the luncheon.
Antique Cars In Parade

[ootba11 classic- Hanover will seek
avenge last year's 21-12 defeat
'b® hands of the Trojans as
Tayior attempts to win the Homecoming fray as well as their first
home victory this year.
During halftime ceremonies at
the game, the queen and her court
will be introduced to the specta
tors. The Taylor marching band,
under the direction of Mr. Wil
liam Leichty will also be performA new attraction will be fea- ing at the game.
tured in the parade beginning at
A plaque with the names of the
former editors of the Echo inscribed on it will be presented at
half-time. This will be placed in
the Echo office.
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Trojan Players to Open Season with
Production of Goetz' The Heiress'
Ruth and August Goetz's play
The Heiress will be -presented
,
by the Trojan Players October 31,
November 1 and 2, m Shreiner
r
, r ,
In the New York of the 1850's,
a plain, shy (but rich) young girl,
Catherine Sloper (played by Wanda Whalen) falls in love with a
charming fortune-hunter (played
by Bob Finton).
Catherine, in her innocence, does
not realize that her suitor's admiration is not for her alone.
Catherine s father Dr. Sloper
iplayed by Bob Schmitz) sees
through the young man's intentions and forbids a marriage.
Catherine becomes rebellious and
decides to elope. When her suitor
finds that her father has cut off
her inheritance, he balks at the

1:15 p.m. In keeping with me
the
Echo theme, antique cars are being used to drive the queen and
her Court around the field. The
antique cars will replace the convertibles which have previously
provided transportation for the
royal assemblage.
All antique cars are being obtamed through the Pioneer Automobile Club of Kokomo. The drivers will be Robert Dressier, Lafayette; Ed McKibben, Peru; Steve
Morgan and John Sutherin, Kokomo; and Ilarley Frye and Ross Gib"""
' LognTspor^'
S<"j'*
At 2:00 p m the Hanover and
Taylor football teams will take
the Held for the Homecoming

elopement.
After a period of- time,
the un—, "«=
u.iworthy lover returns and again
asks Catherine to marry him. Her
decision is a major event in the
play.
Many Participate in Production
Other actors in the cast include
Mrs. Almond (Sandy Humble)
Marion Almond (Joan Templin)',
Maria (Bobbie Aller)
Arthur
Townsend (Tom -Schlee) 'Mrs. Penniman (Barb Ingalis), and Mrs.
Montgomery (Pam Steele).
Directors and assistants for the
Taylor production are as follows:
Mrs. Gladys Greathouse (Direc
tor), Jan Lower y, Abbey Ericson
(assistant directors), Tom Ringenberg (technical director) and Edie
Landrith (assistant technical director).

Following tne
the game
gi
there will
be an after-game coffee hour
which will terminate the weekend
activities.
Echoes Will Be Displayed
During the coffee hour there
will be an Echo display on exhibition in the gymnasium. AmOTlg
the items on exhibit will be some
the first Taylor publications
0f
of the Echo as well as some of the
most unusual issues.
Alumni Secre
Mr
Ed Bruerd
tary> stated; nVe' have our cam_
pus committees working and we're

expecting the largest turnout in
the history of TayIor." Mr. Bruerd
commented that a record crowd of
almost lwo is expected as com.
pared to previous

gQQ>

turnouts of 600

Those ln cha^e

of some of the
are Bonnie Philpot, coordinator of the queen's committee; Barbara Butman, campus dec
orations and student representa
tive on the general committee;
Prof. Lee Dye, co-ordinator of the
parade, and many other faculty
and student body members.
v,„ra lvlll uc ellteriilg a
Each, class
will be entering a
float" in "the" parade'.'lhesT floats
are being designed and constructed by members of each class and
will be competing against each
other for cash awards.
act'vities

Congratulations!
State of Indiana
Office of the Governor
Indianapolis
As Governor of Indiana, it is a pleasure to extend both per
sonal and official congratulations to the Echo on the occasion of the
newspaper's Golden Anniversary.
The privilege of a free press is vital to our form of govern
ment. The responsibility of the press is a vast one and requires
high standards and ideals. Many of our most noted individuals
acquired a journalism background through the medium of a college
newspaper.

Late 190'0's set the pace for cos,
r-, . x , ...
.
.
l am confjaent Taylor University, and its sister schools throughtumes and setting. Hoop skirts
U
t
i
c
!
l
a
n
a
W
l
petticoats, and elaborate fans de- ° |j~
'
" continue to provide a challenge through education
signed in the 1850-style are in t 0 a M e a g e r a n d responsive students.
order for the women of the cast
Best wishes on this memorable Golden Anniversary and for
,
the days that are ahead.
6
Dst
mes
include
.
' "
,
Matthew E. Welsh
with tradR.onal pocket chain
ta
Governor
qj I
v f iled-coats. Rich
ILrTpl
T7
"1
^
f+urmtu" create
the rich Period setting. Costumes
are being ordered from Van Horn
of Philadelphia.
The Heiress was taken from
Henry James' book Washington
Square and was dramatized by
Ruth and Augustus Goetz. The
story is written in a narrative
style and is considered very sub
jective in that the author relates
the feelings of the characters.
The Heiress was first pre
sented by Fred F. Finklenhoffe at
the Biltmore Theatre in New York
The university family joins me in extending sincere congratu
City on September 29, 1947. The
lations to the Echo on having reached its fiftieth birthday. We like- very
ramous Basil
rsasu Rathbone
Katnoone playpiayvery famous
wise extend a hearty welcome to the former editors who honor ed the part of Dr. Sloper in the
us with their presence.
origina! cast.

Congratulations!

f h e Echo is now a mature news journal. A half century of time
has elapsed since its inception. During the past fifty years we have
witnessed many changes in society •— too numerous to mention.
Some of these changes have been good and some not so good.
During these years the means and the significance of communi
cations have been greatly multiplied.
irirougri an
Through
all me
the cnanging
changing vicissuuaes
vicissitudes ot
of Time,
time, tne
the Echo has
been steadfast in its purpose to be a worthy means of communication on campus. In so doing it has been of great aid in reflecting
the proper image of Taylor University.
It is our sincere hope that the future Echo editors will continue
to emphasize quality — remembering that quality and not age is
the need of our day; only thereby will they be able to give
"thought" to people who are already thoughtful.
Personal responsibility can sometimes exact a frighteningly
high price. Our sincere best wishes are extended to you.
B. Joseph Martin
President

Announcement
For the sixth consecutive sethe Echo has received a
First Class rating from the Assoelated Collegiate
Cniiewiate Press.
Press The
tv, O most
recent rating was given for the
issues of the second semester of
1962-63.
Judged against bi-weekly news
papers from
papers
rrom schools
scnoois with
wun similar
similar
enrollments to Taylor, the Echo
was lauded particularly for layo u t °f pages and balance in news
coverage.
rnes';er>

Bob Schmitz (Dr. Sloper), Wenda Whalen (Catherine), Barb
Ingh's (The Maul) rehearse a tense scene from The Heiress.
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Small College Newspapers Honor Board Proceedings Are Illustrated
In Case Based On an Actual Happening

Can a newspaper be an effective instrument of communica
tion on a small college campus?
This question pre-supposes first that a newspaper is an instru
ment of communication and second, it indicates that the influence
and subsequent value of the small college newspaper are ques
tionable.
The design of any newspaper should be to communicate. Not
merely to inform; it must also entertain; and to a great degree, its
strength can be measured by its power to stimulate and provoke.
The newspaper no longer holds a strategic position in speed
of communication; but it fosters a vital mission in its role as inter
preter. It does not merely relate events; it investigates, organizes,
and dares to interpret.
Journalism within the community of a small college must aim
toward the same objective — communication. And even though its
geographical range of influence may be small, its purpose is definite
and worthy, its problems are complex, and its handicaps often over
whelming.
Frequently the newspaper of a small college reflects the vol
untary efforts of a small group of interested students. The college
having no school of journalism, the strength of the newspaper is
perpetuated by a tutelage process in which each new staff learns
from its predecessors.
If the newspaper grows stronger then, it does so gradually as
each new staff tries to add to the momentum already attained.
A survey course in journalism may help to establish a founda
tion for the work, but it is not always a prerequisite to working on
the publication. The work involved then in publishing a small col
lege newspaper is often extra-curricular.
Yet the newspaper in a small college has at least two equally
important functions, and those who produce the paper must be
aware of both functions.
It must first function as an avenue of communication among all
who compose and control the life in the immediate college commu
nity.
It must inform students of events and activities. It should pre
view and often review whatever interests and affects those enrolled
at the college.
A third part of this function (and a part too often neglected or
ignored) is introducing ideas, issues, and controversies.
The newspaper of a small college must stimulate and activate
as well as inform; and opinion wisely directed is an asset to a
newspaper.
The other function of the college newspaper is its representa
tion of the college to her friends and constituency. This func
tion is equally important to the first. The paper is a liason between
the institution and all outside interests, be they positive or negative.
This function is so important, it often receives priority over the
first. It should never be abused, for the forces of this second func
tion may far outweigh those of the first.
Benton Minks, Editor, 1962

The ECHO and the Future

The 1963 Echo staff is proud to present the fiftieth anniversary
issue of the newspaper.
Moreover, we are grateful to the Alumni Association for se
lecting the golden anniversary of The Echo as the basis of the home
coming activities, thereby giving more attention to this important
event in the history of the paper.
Anniversaries traditionally bring reflections on the past and
may arouse interest in the future.
The majority of this issue is devoted to a look at the past; how
ever, after surveying fifty years of newspapers and contemplating
the quality of the present newspaper, we are made aware of possi
bilities for expanding the usefulness of the paper.
Weekly publication of The Echo has been a dream held by
Echo staffs for several years.
In an age of rapid communication and on a campus on which
students take a vital part in directing affairs, it is almost impossible
to present a "scoop" or to print news of the past which has not
already been thoroughly discussed.
Not only would a weekly paper allow a "fresher" approach to
news, but it would provide for additional coverage of campus and
world affairs.
A weekly paper would necessitate two other improvements -»
a larger staff and additional facilities.
In recent years there has been little competition for staff posi
tions, and people have had to be prodded to write. Certainly we
could wish for greater interest in writing not only for The Echo,
but for the other campus literary organizations.
Facilities and personnel for printing the paper on campus are
also a dream for the future. At the present time six hours a week
are used for traveling to the printing company in Marion. Having
the paper printed on campus not only would have hours of time
and money, but it would allow closer work with the printer than
is now possible.
We truly believe that The Echo has provided "fifty golden
years of service." With imagination, enthusiasm, and hard work,
we believe the paper can become an even more effective echo of
life at Taylor University.

THE ECHO
Editor-in-Chief
Marijane Ritter
Business Manager
Ronald Scott
Editorial Editor
David Abbott
News Editor
Frances Weiss
Feautre Editor
Abby Erickson
Sports Editor
William Downs
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Ken Mosley
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C. M. Davis Chas. Sims
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Member Indiana
Collegiate Press
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Published semi-monthly during the school year, except holidays and
vacations by the Echo staff, Taylor University, Upland, Indiana.
Entered as second.class matter September 18, 1946 at the post office at
Upland, Indiana, under the Act of March 2, 1879. Subscription price $2.50.
per year.

The following case is based upon
actual Honor Board proceedings in
past years.
(The setting is the Student Coun
cil office with its conglomeration
of furniture, bumpy wallpaper,
and fluorescent lights. The long
table is cluttered with papers; a
wooden gavel lies at one end.
Seated informally around the
table are eight Honor Board mem
bers with their advisor and secre
tary.
Outside the door, a Tayfreshman leans against the wall.
After prayer and a few business
details, the member in front of the
gavel shuffles the papers in front
of him and speaks:)
"We've called this meeting, as
you know, to discuss the case of
Freshman. Those of you who have
acted as investigators may leave
now. Thanks a lot for checking
this case out."
"Freshman has apparently had
a car on campus over semester
break. Here's the investigators re
port and a note we received from
Freshman Monday. A Senior knew
about it and mentioned it to Fresh
man, so he came to us."
(After all have read the infor
mation, the member closest to the
door calls in Freshman. Chairman
invites him to sit down, introduces
the Board, and reads the case
aloud.)
"Is this true, Freshman? Is
there anything you would like to
say about the case which has been
read?"
(Freshman responds:)
"No, that's what happened all
right. You could say I'm guilty, I
guess. I drove back to campus from
home one night during semester
break to pick up my date. I know
Im justifying myself, but I didn't
see anything wrong in it, until
Senior mentioned it to me."
Chairman opens floor to the rest
of the Honor Board.
Questioning continues from vari
ous members:)
"Had you known that freshmen
weren't allowed to have cars on
ca™Pus

'
No, not for sure. I can't see
anything wrong with it."
"You were staying at home dur
ing semester break, except for this
one instance when you came back
on campus. You didn't stay over
night?"
(Chairman explains to Fresh-

man why he isn't allowed to have
a car on campus and that excep
tions cannot be made without ex
press permission. He continues to
speak informally to Freshman:)
"We would really like to thank
you for coming to us, Freshman.
We appreciate your honesty and
cooperation. You can go now, and
we'll think carefully about your
case and let you know our decision
very soon."
Exit Freshman. Board members
begin discussion:) '
"I don't really think he should
have a penalty. He wasn't sure of
the rules. He did turn himself in,
too."
"We can't withhold a penalty
just because he wasn't familiar
with the handbook."
"What kind of a penalty would

INDIANA COLLEGIATE PRESS ASSOCIATION
Ball State Teachers College
It is with considerable pleasure that I note the fifty year anni
versary of the Echo at Taylor University.
The ECHO and other student publications at Taylor have been
excellent members of the Indiana Collegiate Press Association and
have made unusually fine contributions to the organization by
providing officers and hosting its largest state convention to date.
The Echo is probably the one single activity at Taylor Uni
versity that is available to all students regardless of weather, ill
ness, romance, studies, or other affairs that keep people away from
athletics, musical events, chapel, or classes.
This common-denominator characteristic poses both oppor
tunities and responsibilities for a student staff to serve at its top
capacity at all times, to serve the Taylor University community.
The Indiana Collegiate Press Association congratulates Taylor
University for recognizing the role of the Echo in its affairs.
Dr. Louis E. Ingelhart
Executive-Secretary

A Conservative Speaks ...
Relating Past to Present
By DANIEL MACLEISH
Half a century ago our school
newspaper was born. This was an
important gain for the students of
Taylor University. But the year
1913 witnessed another important
event.
In that year a statement was
uttered which was to alter the
course 0f tke world's history: "A
diplomat.s words must ha„p

The speaker—Josef Stalin.
From this statement was formulated the basis of a nation's policy
which to this day has remained
unchanged. That nation is Russia.
Since the day of its birth the Soviet Union has violated over 1,000
solemn agreements with other
countries and 51 such agreements
with the U.S.

iation to action—otherw
of dipiomacy is it?

Old Axiom Found Untrue
There is an old saying "Experience is the best teacher," but in
the case of the United States this
apparently is not the case as the
Past f'ew months testify. First
*^ere was a U.S.-Soviet test-ban
treaty and then a U.S.-Soviet
wheat deal, where the U.S. lost
money by selling at world prices,
all in the hopes of soothing EastWest tension (the Cold War).
Is this the purpose of Russia in
these dealings? Are they really
trying to end the cold war?
False Claim Is Made
They are just using U.S. wheat
to bolster their failing economy,
to cover up the fact to the peoples
under their rule that Soviet Communism is not working,
"But President Kennedy says
that the wheat will go to the peo
ple of Russia themselves." That's
what Red China told Canada
when it bought her wheat.
Not one grain of Canadian
wheat has gone to feed China's
starving millions, but it has all
been used to fill the bellies of the
Red Chinese Army. This, in effeet, is what the Russians are doing too.

kind

"Word3 are one thing, actions
another. Good words are a mask
for the concealment of bad deeds,
Sincere diplomacy is no more possible than dry water or iron wood."
The date was January 12, 1913.

Living Christianity
My Soul Longs
By MARK BAYERT
"As the deer pants for water
brooks, so my soul longs for Thee,
0 God. My soul thirsts for God,
for the living God; when shall I
come and appear before God?"
(Psalm 42:1,2; Berkeley)
Is this a description of your
devotional life? Are you really
thirsting for God? Do you look
forward to your quiet time, and is
it the focal point of each day
for you?
Too often we have thought of
our daily talk with God only as a
ladder which we may climb to
attain spiritual maturity. It is do
ing something rather than meeting Someone.
But originally God created man
that He might be his companion,
Since the center of His person is
love, God needed an object on
which to express His love.
When we became Christians, we
were restored into this friendship
with God that had been cut off
by sin. Thus in spending W
our Father daily, we are, fulfilling

you think to be suitable?"
"Oh, I don't know, maybe a pa
per on why freshmen should not be
allowed to have a car."
"I think writing papers is kind
of Mickey Mouse."
"If we do penalize, we should
make it constructive."
"I don't think he should have any
penalty. Let's just write him a
letter, because . . ."
(Discussion continues for 20
minutes. Decision: notify admin
istration of the offense and submit
that no official penalty be given
in this case because of the unusual
circumstances; write a letter to
freshman cautioning him to be
more aware of the rules and noti
fying him that his record has been
entered on official administration
files. Prayer. Exit Honor Board.)

the reason for our existence,
That is why David could say,
"Thou dost make me know the
path of life; in Thy presence is
fulness of joy; in Thy right hand
are pleasures for ever more."
(Psalm 16:11)
We may compare our companionship with God to the love between a young man and a young
woman. The lovers long to be together. When apart, they consider
letters and telephone calls from
each other as treasures.
God has sent us a "love letter"
(the Bible), and He waits for us
to "telephone" Him every day
(prayer). But this system of com
munication with Him is only ternporary. Someday we shall see Him
face to face and fall at His feet
in love and adoration.
But for the present let us ask
Him to make our quiet times rich
and meaningful. Let Him give us
the thirst that we need. Then we
shall find our souls following hard
after Him. (Psalm 63:8).

Certainly we
have surplus
wheat, and we're losing money on
our farm pro^amT'I'm not going
along with farm price control, but
which is better: to aid one who is
intent on "burying" us, or to take
a loss in dollars?
It is desirous that we maintain
Xa/are^we 'asAmericans doing
about it? "A word to the wise is
sufficient."
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First Issue Covers Summer ECHO Given Name By E. G. Giggy
News of the College Family As PaPer Becomes Part of Taylor
(Excerpt from first editorial)
There are one hundred reasons
for a college paper.
Note a few—
No college is complete without
It. No student body is able to convey its aims, ideals, and true
spirit without a college paper.
The university needs the college paper in order to keep in
touch with former students. Former stnrfont* v™,) ;f
+„ ,
,
u
in touch with former students.
The businessmen need it in order to advertise among the students. The students need it as a
medium of mutual help and inspiration.
Nothing stimulates the college
loyalty so much as a college paper,
In view of these and numerous
other reasons, we submit, to the
criticism of all concerned, our
first issue.
We propose to be impartial to
any and all organizations. "Trojan
and Tyrian alike shall be treated
without discrimination."
We are proud to be students of
the same college that helped to
train Rutherford B. Hayes, Presi
dent of the United States.
Yes, we are equally proud that
we are able to announce to the
world that our present Postmaster
General, Burleson, received his A.
B. from our beloved institution.
Truly Taylor University is
playing a leading part in the progress of the world.
*
*
*
Last year we had sixty students in the college department;
we expect at least a hundred this
year.
SUMMIER DOINGS OF FACUL
TY AND STUDENTS
Dr. Vayhinger has spent most
of his vacation in camp meetings.
. . . Prof. R. E. Brown spent a
large part of the summer at Ann
Arbor Medical College . . . Dean
Ayres has had a very delightful
vacation traveling in Europe . . .
Prof. Shaw has gone to England
to visit friends and expects to
study in Scotland for a year . . .
Prof. Laura B. Scott was married
to Dr. Harper of Texas on Sept.
4th.
Jacob Bos, the winner of both
Parr and Kerr Oratorical contests
of last year, has been spending
his vacation at Sioux City, Iowa
. . Mr. and Mrs. Chas. P. Culver have spent a very profitable
summer in the tailoring and entertaining business. We understand that they will travel with
the Lincoln iChataugua next sum
mer . . . W. W. Long has spent his
vacation in pastoral and evange
listic labor ... A. C. Lee, C. J.
Bushey, and R. J. Derr spent most
of their vacation here helping to
put things in shape for another
school year . . . R. A. Morrison,

A Winner

Theological '99 is the efficient
pastor of the Upland charge . . .
Bvuwo Nkomo, a native of Africa,
recently arrived from his native
country for the purpose of entering T.U.
*
*
*
MATERIAL IMPROVEMENTS
The University kitchen and bakery have been renovated and extensively improved. A fine new
,
. , „ ,
L °
~ - rTa^ 6en, ' 8
. . . Mr. O. E. Holmes, the corner
groceryman, has doubled the capacity of his store and added to
his rooming capacity . . . The Rev.
A. C. Zepp has built a beautiful
eight-room bungalow . . . N. A.
'Christensen and Charles P. Culver
have constructed a large fourteen
room house . . . New cement walks
have been constructed north from
the Gulver-Christensen corner,
down by Shreiner Dormitory, and
east to the main walk by L. H.
Tones,
*
*
*

(THE ECHO is indebted to E. C.
Giggy of Florida, and to the Oct.
1953 ECHO for information regarding the first issue of the
Echo. E'd.
The first issue of the Taylor
University Echo was distributed to
the student body on October 1,
1913, as the result of much discussion and action on the part of a
few.
In the fall of 1912, W. E. Yeater> w'110 operated a small printing

IN MEMlORIAM
One event of the past summer
cast a pall of sadness over the
campus that will be felt through°U

6 year"
'^u^y sixteenth at ten o'clock
A.M., the death angel entered the
home of Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Abbey
an^ claimed the spirit of little Alberta
Maude, their eleven-yeardaughter.
On July fourth she was stricken
with rheumatic fever which caused
severe heart trouble, resulting in
her death.
Besides her parents, she left her
twin sister Eloise, a sister Iris, and
a brother Vere to mourn her loss.
The funeral services were held
on Friday, July eighteenth, at two
o'clock P.M., conducted by her pas
tor, Rev. R. A. Morrison assisted
by Rev- M. Vayhinger D.D., President of Taylor University,

The ECHO is deeply grateful
to Mrs. Beautrix Graves Pape
'17 for the use of the earliest
issue of the paper.

This is the cover of the first Echo, published Oct. 1, 1913 in a
6"x9" magazine form.

Oak

end of the year as a 6" by 9" sheet
of four or more pages. It failed to
pay expenses and was discontinued
at the end of the school year.
The following September when
school began a group of students
got together and decided some
publication should be continued.
Mr. Giggy suggested the name of
"Echo," which was adopted,
Style Changed
Early in the twenties the style
was changed to more closely re
semble the newspaper it now is.
In the early thirties the publica
tion was issued weekly, sometimes
bi-weekly.
The college newspaper became a
charter member of the National
Scholastic Press Association in
January, 1929. Taylor has recently
received many favorable rankings
from the critical service of this
organization now called Associated
Collegiate Press.
The Echo remained self-support
ing even during the depression
years of 1923-33, but betwieen
1935 and 1940 the paper was com
bined with the Gem and came out
as the Gem-Echo.
The Echo was again revived as
a separate publication during
1941 and 1942, but because of the
Second World War, publication was
discontinued until 1946.
In this year under the leader
ship of Jual Evans, Henry Proffitt, and Vernon Macy, investiga
tion concerning finances and the
prevailing
newsprint
situation
was made. The go-ahead signal
was received from the Student
Publication Committee and the
Echo was revived.
The Echo remained bi-weekly
until 1948 when, under the efforts
of Maurice 'Coburn and others in
terested, the paper was printed
weekly.
It remained thus until 1953 when
the student newspaper once again
reverted to a bi-weekly because of
the skyrocketing of
printing
costs and other expenses not bal
anced by an increase in Echo rev
enue.
Carroll

Heaters
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana
On behalf of the Indiana Collegiate Press Association and the
journalism department of Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, I would
like to offer my sincere congratulations to you and your'staff on
the 50th anniversary of the Echo.
We all wish that this year may be added to the long list of
successful years of publication and that after this year may come
many more.
Congratulations!
Miss Rosie Messenger
First Vice-President of the
Indiana Collegiate Press Association
and
Television Coordinator at
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College

One $100 Rubber Tire Buggy

A Dinner

Bread
6 loaves for 25c

WANT ADS
1 Cent per Word

plant in his home, started issuing
the Taylorite. The reception was
so cool from the student, body that
he decided to discontinue it after
the first issue.
E. G. Giggy, who now is a retired insurance agent living in
Florida, had some printing experience, so he offered to help Mr.
Yeater with the work if he would
continue publication.
Because of their efforts, the
publication was continued till the

Carroll Hardware Co.

$3.98
up

Himelick
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Editors Find Journalism
Valuable in Later Life
By AUDREY SCHULTZ
Following
their introductory
work in the field of journalism,
many of the former editors of the
Echo have continued to do work
in journalism, some working ac
tively in the field.
As associate editor of The Sun
day School Times, Herschel 0.
Engebretson is the most illus
trious of the former editors. Prior
to his present position, Mr. Enge
bretson served as an editorial as
sistant at Zondervan Publishing
House and sports editor of the
Chillicothe (Ohio) Gazette.
While editor of the Echo, he
compiled the paper which cele
brated the 49th anniversary of the
Echo and the 60th anniversary of
Taylor in Upland.
Mrs. Eunice Dodge, who served
as Echo editor, is a missionary in
So. Rhodesia and is editor of The
African Christian Advocate. A
copy of this will be on display in
the display in the gym at 4 p.m.
Don W. Klopfenstein, editor
1947-48, now serving as a minister,
was editor of The Evangelical
Mennonite from 1956-62.
Being a contributing editor of
the S. E. Asia Journal of Theology.
Paul D. Olasper is also a mission
ary at the Burma Divinity School.
He has also written various peri
odical journals and a few books.
He was editor of the Echo in 194243. For nearly three years William
Wortman, editor in 1949-50, serv
ed as news director of radio WBYS
in Canton, Illinois, writing and
editing news. At the present time
he is serving as program direc
tor at TIFC, San Jose, Costa Rica.
Former Editors Contribute
Widely To Journalism
Rev. Riley B. Case, editor 195455, writes church news for his
local paper. He has had an article
published in Christian Advocate.
Sherman Spear, editor 1938-39,
is now Director of Publications
at the Colorado School of Mines.
After graduation from Taylor, he
taught journalism in high school
for three years and also at Taylor
University, University of Debuque,
Cornell College, and Ohio Wesleyan University.
He has been Director of the
News Bureau and Publicans at
Taylor, Cornell, and Ohio Wesleyan. He was also Advertising
Manager at Lutheran Mutual Life
Insurance Company for six years.
Mary Lee (Wilson) Turner,
presently a homemaker and min
ister's wife was the Echo editor
in 1951-52. She also served as
the Director of the Taylor Uni
versity News Bureau for one year
and was then employed in the
Public Relations office, which in
volved assisting with the Taylor
Bulletin.
George H. Lee, editor 1929-30,
now serving as a science teacher,
has kept in touch with the class of
1931 by publshing the class letters.
He also edited a bulletin for his
Kiwanis Club for more than two
years.
James Terhune, editor 1960-62,
is a candidate for his M.A. degree
in journalism at Indiana Universi
ty. He is also employed in legis
lative research as an assistant to
Indiana Lt. Gov. Ristine.
Editors Become Teachers
Two former editors are teaching
journalism and English. The 195758 editor, Miriam (Martin) Doell,
is one of these. She was also a
radio script writer for Taylor Uni
versity during the summer of 1961.
Benton Minks, editor 1962, is
teaching the language arts courses
in the Albion-Jefferson School
Corporation and is adviser to the
newspaper staff.
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Associate Editor of Sunday School Times
Presents Refelections of an Ex-Echo Editor

Jual H. Evans has used his
BY HERSCHEL O. ENGEBRETSON
The reflections date back ten
(The Echo asked Mr. Engebretson,
journalism experience in prepar- editor-in-chief of the Taylor student years—to that providential day
n.wspaper ten years ago, to share
ing monthly and weekly newslet- some of his experiences in journalism when I was elected editor-in-chief
.
,
ut Zondervan Publishing House, the of the Taylor Echo. For twelve
ters. He IS now serving as a mm- Chillicothe (Ohio) Gazelle, and The months, my taste for reporting,
Sunday School Times, in Philadelphia,
ister.
writing, and editing was sharpenwhere he is now associate editor.)

A Directory of ECHO Editors 1913-1963
DATE OF
EDITORSHIP

EDITOR

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

1913
1914-15
1915-16
1916-17
1917-18
1918-19
1919-20
1921-22
1922-23
1923-24

N. A. Christensen
W. W.Long
B. R. Opper
D. Joseph Imler
Malcolm B. Wilcox
Ross Hutsinpiller
Francis Brown
Eugene W. Pilgrim
Francis Fletcher
Edwin A. Briggs

Unknown
Deceased
Elyria, Ohio
Deceased
Kearney, Nebr.
Deceased
Altadena, Calif.
Togus, Maine
Lewisburg, Pa.
Lemont, III.

Minister

1924-25
1925-26
1926-27

J. L. Naden
D. V. Whitneck
John hi. Shilling

Atlanta, Ind.
Delta, Ohio
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

1927-28
1928-29
1929-30

Elton B. Stetson
Gerald E. Wesche
George H. Lee

Springfield, Mass.
Manipa, Idaho
Anderson, Indiana

1930-31
1931-32

Albert C. Mathias
John W. Tucker

1932-33
1933-34

Percival Wesche
Jo Bernard Gates

Toledo, Ohio
N. E. Bible Inst.
Green Lane, Pa.
Nampa, Idaho
Wethersfield, Conn.

1934-35
1935-37
1937-38

Robert Weaver
Crosby DeWolfe
Ted W. Engstrom

Columbus, O'hio
Unknown
Arcadia, Calif.

1938-39
1939-40

Wallace Scea
Sherman W. Spear

Elwood, Ind.
Golden, Colo.

1940-41
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50

Omer Buchwalter
Kensington, Md.
Don A. Miller
Syracuse, N. Y.
Chas. Reed
Unknown
Paul Clasper
Newton Center Mass.
John Paul Pugh
Girard, Pa.
No paper published because of war
Jual H. Evans
Albion, Indiana
Don W. Klopfenstein
Grabill, Indiana
Maurice W. Coburn
Chicago, III.
William Wortman
San Jose, Costa Rica

1950-51
1951-52
1952-53

Enterprise, Fla.
Cleveland, Ohio

1953-54

David Tropf
Jean (Miller) Diller
Mary Lee (Wilson)
Turner
Herschel Engebretson

Minister
Minister
Attorney at Law
Program director, Christian
radio station TIFC,
San Jose
Campus Life Supervisor
Housewife (former teacher)

Bay Port, Mich.
Drexel Hill, Pa.

Housewife (minister's wife)
Associate Editor,

1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58

William Coburn
Riley B. Case
David Faris
Miriam (Martin) Doell

Rochester, Minn
Ashley, Indiana
Bloomington, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo.

1958-59

1959-60
1960-62

Marjorie Starkweath
er (Terdal)
Curt Carter
Joan Haaland
James Terhune

Physician
Minister
Minister
Journalism and English
teacher

East Lansing, Mich.
Newton Center, Mass.
Bloomingdale, N. J.
Bloomington, Ind.

1962
1963

Benton Minks
Marijane Ritter

Albion, Ind.
South Bend, Ind.

Returned missionary
Ophthalmologist
Business administrator
Chaplain, V.A. Center
Retired minister
Exe. Sec., Stewardship &
Finance, The Methodist
Church
Minister
Captain, Chaplain,
U.S. Navy
Minister
Physician and surgeon
Teacher; head of science
dept.
Minister
Dean of Ed.
Minister
Exec. Director,
Conn. Prison Assn.
Minister
Exec. Vice Pres.
World Vision, Inc.
Physician
Director of Publications,
Colo. School of Mines
Minister
Clergyman
Returned missionary
Minister

The Sunday School Times

Teacher in junior college
Missionary/
Legislative Research Assist
ant to Lt. Gov. Ristine
Teacher
Student

Editors Are Found to Stray from the
Expected Organized and Academic Life
By TORRIE STORM
Being the editor of a college
newspaper can bring a variety of
events into the life of those who
venture into this position. Sam
ples of their experiences while in
office show that being an editor
is not all work, and not all play
either, but rather a stimulating
mixture of the two.
Don W. Klopfenstein, ECHO
editor in 1947-48, boasts of riding
a fire-engine to campus while
covering accreditation parade; Don
A. Miller (1940-41) recalls the
thrill of having free run of the
downtown printing establishment

which prints our papers.
Don Miller also remembers get
ting a letter from one of the
faculty wives, informing him that
the paper was not giving the
wholesome reflection of the school
that it should. "But the students
read it, and that was the impor
tant thing," is Don's comment.
Don's brother, Verne Miller,
who was the sport's editor for
that year, was sometimes slow in
getting his articles in on time. In
an attempt to cure his brother of
his habit of tardiness, Don, in one
ECHO issue, filled the entire
sports page with headlines giving

nothing but general information.
At the bottom of the page in
italisc, Don printed, "For further
details see 'Wee' Verne Miller, who
decided not to hand in his article
on time." Verne had his resigna
tion on Don's desk only minutes
after the paper came out.
Editors Meet Hardships
ECHO editors have had their
times of hardships. The ECHO
was discontinued from '42-'46, and
after this period of discontinua
tion, Jual H. Evans ('46-'47) was
given the task of starting from
scratch with the help of a green
(continued on page 7)

ed. After graduation, I learned
much more about the tools of
journalism at the Medill School of
Journalism at Northwestern Uni
versity.
In September 1955, I accepted
my first proI fessional work
—in the field of
journalism —
as editorial as
sistant
with
Zondervan Pub
lishing House
in Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Two
months later I
ordered my first
eye glasses!
Billy Graham, Eugenia Price
Walter Wilson, M. R. DeHaan[
Ken Anderson, Lon Woodrum
they all walked across my desk
in thought form. Some walked in
spritely manner, head held high.
Others stumbled, and that was the
precise place where I came in.
When an author needs a crutch,
quick—find an editor!
After one year, I had the oppor
tunity (which I could hardly re
fuse) to practice parts of my
craft for my country. Three years
later, after gaining my Army re
lease, a sports story I wrote about
the Northwestern University bas
ketball team paid dividends. It got
me the position of sports editor
for the Chillicothe (Ohio) Gazette.
Propagandist,, Publicist,
Peacemaker
In Chillicothe I assumed many
roles — propagandist, publicist,
peacemaker among them. I experi
mented with them all under "real
game" conditions.
As sports editor, I strongly pro
moted physical conditioning (and
inaugurated tests to gauge fit
ness), campaigned for needed out
door recreational facilities: tennis
courts, lighted basketball, and
baseball areas) as a damper on
juvenile mischief. Also, I publiciz
ed track, the character-building
sport.
It got even more impetus when
the city's all-time best distance
runner won the half-mile at the
Ohio high school meet in Colum
bus. With the co-operation of the
city recreation director, we insti
tuted a Junior Olympics, that has
since become an annual event.
Yet all my work did not concern
sports. There was that grueling
assignment known as Hospital
Day. It provided public notice of
the importance of the local veter
an's hospital and gave the oftforgotten a day in the spotlight.
But for the reporter, it was a
Ji5-hour nightmare. That was the
week I recorded 77 hours.
When I was asked to come to
The Sunday School Times, I ac
cepted this as a further step in
God's vocational plan for me. As I
have expressed it to some, if the
world was without crises, if no
conflicts existed, if sports writing
was the highest challenge, then I
would return to 'Chillicothe. But
there are more pressing issues
facing mankind, and these I am
getting some opportunity to ex
plore at the Times.
Diversity Is Keynote
How do I wrap together Zonder
van, the Chillicothe Gazette, and
The Sunday School Times? I do it
by urging that 'Christian students
prepare for both secular and
Christian journalism.
Mass means of communication
are fast becoming a strongly in
fluential force in contemporary so
ciety. If Christians fail to pene
trate these media, the best we can
hope for is a dilute moralism.
The worst is not inviting to con
template. Here, without question,
(continued on page 5)
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Countless Comforts Aid
Campus Of the Old Days

ECHO Excerpts Tell of High
Points in History of Taylor

By MIRIAM SCHMIDT
Had you been a student reading back platform of the train. An arthe Echo back in 1916, you would tide in the Echo reported that "Wilhave noted such interesting news liam Jennings Bryan opened the
items as follows: "One cat and two campaign for state-wide prohibiNovember 20, 1929
dogs have arrived on the campus, tion in Wisconsin. The drys look
MR.
T.
H. MAYTAG VISITS
There will be more before winter." forward to a great victory in 1918."
And, "Miss Snider ate an enormous
These were Echoes from the
TAYLOR CAMPUS
breakfast the other day."
good old days .
The faculty and student body
You would have read that "Dad
dy Holmes has been having con
siderable trouble with a bleeding
tooth," and that "Professor Schil
ling underwent an operation on
her toe October 18. She has been
confined to her home since that
By LEANNE LEVCHUK
time."
One issue of the school paper the stairs, and into the parlors.

The ITCH,' Special Issue of
The ECHO, Almost Distributed

The new college yell, you would was never seen by most students.
have been informed, was:
The November 16, 1949, issue was
Rip, zip; Boom, bang, pop
entitled "The Itch; Taylor UniFlippy, floppy; flip, flap, flop
\ ersity s Scratch Sheet."
Brown and lavender, rip, hap, roo
This paper contained such item ;
'Rah, 'rah for Taylor U.
of interest as an article about a
Razzle dazzle, razzle dazzle
1934 Hudson Terraplane owned by
Sis Boom Bah
the president's daughter and a
Taylor University
summary of Taylor's first football
'Rah, 'rah, 'rah
season, ' In a total season consistThe fellows would have pur- 'n£ of eight games, the Trojans
chased their "Arrow Collars" at had 229 points scored against them
the low price of 15 cents each or six while scoring 37 points."
for 90 cents. And the F. E. BroderActually, this is a good record
ich Fresh & Salt Meat Market was considering the difficulties the
advertised as, "The only place in team had to face. For example,
Upland where you can get Fleisch- nine men had never played even
man's Yeast." It probably still is. high school football.
Your laundry could have been
Will Cleveland, then a student,
done at the Trueblood Laundry and a few of his friends got the
whose slogan was, "The laundry Paper together soon after the
that knows how." Push-button Echo editor and five other stuknives, better known as switch- dents were expelled from school,
blades,
were
advertised, "no.
ft seems that these Taylorites
breaking of finger-nails." No doubt were having too good a time after
there was a great run on these by a football game. They had gone to
the Upland boys.
Hartford City to test out a new
.» »!,. newsworthy items were:
<» •
SpecUl."
"Kenneth Segworth spent Christ\ someone finally noticed the
was almost 1:30 a.m.
mas in Illinois. He took his mando- time'
lin along with him. We hope he
Instead of ringing the buzzer,
did not play it where anyone could the fellows (one of whom was the
hear him."
Discipline Committee Chairman)
"We would like to say some- decided to sneak the girls into the
thing about Harley J. Zeller, but t!ornl- 0ne brave soul "volunteerbead the operation.
Harley is such a modest boy that ed
nothing of note has yet centered
Plan Detected
about him; we may state, however,
Quietly he crept through the dinthat day by day he grows fatter." 'n£ bad (which was then in the
"Since our paper last went to. basement of the girls' dorm), up
— ™
press, the carpenters have brought
Swallow-Robin Dormitory to such
a stage of completion that it has
been possible for a number of the
girls to move into their new quar
ters.
"It is a delight to see the com
fort that this new building is go
ing to afford our women students,
By TORRIE STORM
and we can only hope that the near
Through the years the ECHO
future may see many such im has been decidely affected by such
provements as will add to the events as final examinations,
pleasure and comfort of school April Fools' Day, and World War
life."
II. On April Fool's Day, 1937, the
"The new table lamps, with ECHO came out with only APRIL
green and white shades, have ar FOOL printed on the front page
rived at the Bird House and the in large capital letters. The back
girls are greatly delighted with of this single-page issue was com
this addition to their already pletely blank.
countless comforts." No doubt the
EOFOO was the title of the
Swallow-Robin girls are still ap newspaper on April 1, 1941. This
preciating these additions to their Issue announced that Taylor's
"countless comforts."
second-string baseball team had
In one 1917 issue girls were ex played the New York Yankees and
horted to "Frizz up your bangs, beat the professional team 15-0.
This issue also stated that only
girls, and put on your best smile
for there is a chance for everyone men with IQ's of 125 or higher
now. Miss Delia Brooks, who we would be selected for the track
thought would never get married, team. Running times would never
has done the fatal act and is now be announced in order to prevent
making pies for Mr. Chas. Hicks jealousy between squad members.
The EOFOO printed an article
of Cabool, Missouri."
Fellows would have found that upside-down appearently for the
"A blue suit is a necessary part sole purpose of insulting the read
of every man's wardrobe. If yours er's intelligence.
is a Clothcraft Blue Serge Special Holidays Demand Special Efforts
In the past years the ECHO has
(at only $16.50), you're one step
made special efforts for holidays
ahead of the average."
Taylor students participated in such as Thanksgiving and Christ
current affairs back in '17, too. mas.
During one of the war years
One group of Taylor representa
tives attended a prohibition rally (1942), the entire front page of
staged by J. Frank Hanley as he the Thanksgiving issue was de
came through Marion on a whistle- voted to a picture of a horn of
stop speaking tour and placed a plenty with the significant capta
sign "Support Prohibition" on the tion: FOR THIS WE ARE

With fear and trembling, he opened the doors from the porch on the
court, and in came the three damsels. But, alas, they were detected
by a student on night patrol and
reported for their misconduct.
Without an editor or business
manager, it looked as though there
would be no Echo for a while.
Then came Will and the boys to
the rescue. The issue they wrote
was a kind of memorial to the dear
departed.
in fact, one article was written
in the form of an obituary. Each
humorous eulogy ended with the
sentence, "It is with sorrowful
mein and a deep feeling of regret
that we note the passing of our
dear friend whose brilliant career
was cut off in the prime of life."
The Whole paper was not, however, a glorification of the exploits
of these six students. The editorial
praised the administration for
their fairness in not showing partiality to campus leaders
T„I w, L re.dy to „
press when one of its creators inadvertantly remarked to a prolessor that a special edition was
to be put out. Becoming suspicious,
the teacher informed the head of
Public Relations who soon put an
end to this example of literary
creativity. Only twenty-six copies
were printed—for souvenirs.
"The Itch" will be included with
the Echo display on Homecoming
Day.

of Taylor University were proud
hosts Saturday evening of a distinguished guest, a friend and
benefactor to the school, Mr. T. H.
Maytag of the Maytag Washing
Machine Co.
Mr. Maytag is the donor of a
gift of twenty-five thousand dol
lars toward the new gymnasium,
which is under construction and is
rapidly nearing completion.

early Saturday morning October 5,
since everyone was eagerly awaiting the beginning of Taylor's first
Girls' Sports Day.
April 2, 1947
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
ACCREDITED
NORTH CENTRAL
ACCEPTS TAYLOR
Taylor granted full accredita
tion by North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools!
One of the outstanding and
epoch-marking events in the history of Taylor University was the
recognition
given
the school by the
_
_
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools upon
the recommendation of the examiners meeting in their annual
session in Chicago last week,
Pres. Meredith and Dean Rediger appeared before the board,
an<j having successfully presented
the school's cause, received the
favorable report at precisely 3:47
p.m., Wed., May 26, 1947. The bell
on the Administration Building
was ringing the victory at 4
o'clock.

May 29, 1930
MAYTAG GYMNASIUM
DEDICATION SERVICE
BY "BILLY" SUNDAY
Last Friday evening, May 23rd,
Baylor University as an institution, had its first opportunity to
Presen^ William A. Sunday, noted
evanS®bst and national personali^-v•
facu'ty> students and
^r'er*^sChoosing the text "Hold fast to
tllat wb'c'n is good ' the Mr. Rey,
Sunday touched upon four vital
Phases of a nation's history rela''ve to
spiritual and moral
standards.
1942-1943
THE GEM-ECHO
TAYLOR PUBLICATIONS UNITE
November 22, 1948
vVar changes things! The Gem
TAYLOR FEATURED
and TKe Echo have combined for
On Sunday, November 28, 1948,
this year
the -Indianapolis
Star is featuring
&
The mirnose of t h i s combination m
' T T
TT ,
University in the magazine
Qf The rem and The Echo i« n t
t-„ -in
,°. section ,of the newspaper,
+r ,...
U
Thls ls the first time this large
to nrcsoni to the stndt +
,,J w
w' t
a
fv. * newspaPer has featured any col"^th'e w.T
September 28, 1948
September 14, 1946
BUSCH CROWNED FIRST
TAYLOR BEGINS
HOMECOMING QUEEN
NEW CENTURY
With the turning of the sod at
October 10, 1950
a centennial celebration, Taylor
THE NEW AYRES-ALUMNI
ushered in its second century of
MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Pro8Tessive building,
WILL BE DEDICATED
October 16, 1946
at 10 o'clock a.m. Saturday in
front of the new building.
TAYLOR INITIATES
GIRL'S SPORTS
October 24, 1950
The campus was astir bright and
PRAYER CHAPEL FINISHED
January 21, 1960
FLAMES DESTROY
HISTORIC TAYLOR LANDMARK
The first major fire in Taylo:
University's 114 year history raz
ed the Administration building
oldest building on campus, in ;
In celebration of the 31st year spectacular fire early Saturdaj
morning.
of the Echo, a special page was
College officials refused to esti
devoted to pictures and stories
showing the process of printing mate the loss. Unofficial esti
mates were near the million mark
the paper.
Destroyed in the disastrous fir(
(These unusual issues will be
on display in the gymnasium fol were the speech, art, and chemis
try departments of the college a:
lowing the football game.)
well as administrative office
printing and duplicating facilities
7
and the Walker Museum.
Night watchman A1 Kundenreicl
discovered the fire in the groun*
floor chemistry lab at about 3:5<
a.m. while on his routine tour o:
Saturday, Nov. 9 has been desig
the buildings. He summoned main
nated as Parent's Day. Parents of tenance chief Ralph Boyd and call
all Taylor students will be given ed the Upland Volunteer Fire De
the opportunity to visit the campus partment.
and also experience a typical class
Boyd and Kundenreich ex
hour in the field of their choice. tinguished a small fire under ;
Other activities of the day will fume hood used as an outlet fo:
include an informal registration at chemical odors in the lab. The fir*
10 a.m., an afternoon football game department arrived on the seen*
with Kentucky State and the show and everything seemed under con
ing of "Angel in Ebony." An trol although the building was fill
evening program will feature music ed with heavy smoke.
As firemen and the night watch
by the Chorale and a religious
drama presented by the Speech De man opened windows to allow th<
smoke to clear the building, a sud
partment. Both noon and evening
den explosion was heard on th<
meals will be served.
upper floors. Apparently the fir*

Special Issues, Stunts, Highlight

Unusual Issues From The ECHO
THANKFUL — OUR COUNTRY,
OUR CHURCH, OUR SCHOOL.
The 1949 Christmas issue of the
ECHO was printed to resemble a
manuscript written in 1054 A.D.
Much of the October 16, 1946,
issue of the ECHO was dedicated
to photographs of Taylor girls as
they began to take advantage of
the newly-formed athletic events
for girls.
In 1980, the ECHO carried an
extensive coverage of the fire
which burned the Administrative
Building virtually to the ground.
WAR Affects ECHO
World War II supposedly had
such a great effect on the ECHO
and GEM staffs that these two
literary organizations combined
to form the GEM-ECHO as a sign
of peaceful co-existence.
The first issue of the GiEMECHO came out with this state
ment: GEM-ECHO STAFFS CO
OPERATE FOR THIS YEAR.
WAR CHANGES THINGS! FOR
BETTER; FOR WORSE; FOR
RICH; OR FOR POOR — THE
GEM AND THE ECHO HAVE
COMBINED FOR THIS YEAR.
"The purpose of this combina
tion of the GEM and ECHO is not
to do away with a tradition, but
to present to the student body a
suitable publication during this
year of the war."

Annual Parents Day

Will Be November 9

Information concerning Parent's
Day will soon be distributed. All
parents are urged to visit Taylor
on this day planned especially for
them.

had spread up heat vents to th*
top of the building. The tremend
ous heat shattered windows, al
lowing oxygen to feed the blaze
In addition to several records
(continued on page 7)
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Barton R. Pogue Praises
ECHO for Launching His Career
Barton Rees Pogue, a member of the
first Echo staff, has been named the
' Poet Laureate" of Indiana In addition to serving as a lecturer over
2,000 times and being a publisher of
six books, he has contributed to
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Move from Ft. Wayne to Upland in 1893
Shows Faith Despite Much Difficulty
This year
marks Ihe seventieth
year of Taylor Universily in Upland.
The
following
story,
which
was
originally published in the 1953 issue,
fells
Qf the
the move from Fort Wayne to
tells of
Upland Ed

The college Junior class must
have been impressed, or no one
i„
ij j
,,
, ,,
, .
else would dare attempt the task,
„
~
Wo„7T1Q
0
seeing thev elected me class POET
Wayne College became
Jiona»r Eda3azlne and °ther publica" for the i qi 7 r.em TWe t,„e •*_ Taylor University in 1890 in honor
for the 19H Gem Those two. tri- &f Bighop william Taylor, the be.
mp s ( . . h . .) led tbon to ,torty
By BARTON REES aPOGUE
ioyed minister
minister oi
of tne
the gospel
gospel and
and
"J
" fovea
years
of rhyming,
of missonary. It
*
yfal? 0
r yming' thousands
s
ol
T. ,had, already under„
, .
. ,,
„
From
entnes
the I college
an- platform
appearances, six publishgQne a l^/LlsofSncial dHP
nual
of 1917
and in
1919
seem fair
Z Twt
"
gone
a long series of financial dif-

ly well established as a member of
.,
.
-i. during ....
the Echo
Echo
staff
the first
first
the
staff
during the
three years of its half-century history.
Memory indicates, though dimly,
that I was circulation manager on
the first staff. I have not the faintest recollection of the paper "folding" during that year, as I hear
reported .Waldo E. Yeater, now of
Goshen, Indiana, could clear up
that matter. He was the printer.
Yeater and family lived in the
large house directly across Second
Street from Will Lightle's grocery.
With a small hand press and
scanty supplies Yeater set up shop
in that house, doing job printing
and the 1913-1914 Echo. My recollection is that "W.E." was the
founding father of the'publication.
The college annual of 19141915 records that on the 23rd of
October "speeches in behalf of
the 'Echo' were made by Dr. Ayres
and W. W. Long," the editor for
that school year. Yeater was its
business manager. My memory is
that the publication was a booklet
in format, perhaps 6x9 in size.
Later the Yeaters moved into
B,°yd'S
!lhrererVhe
86
dl
?
'
add tion to the house tto accommodate Yeaters .growing business.
I am certain the Echo was printed
in is s oip.
The college annual of 1916-1917
(the Gem was printed bienially) records a composite picture of
the Echo Staff, "Little Joe Imler"

zsgvsxxzsz

institution.
He traveled throughout the
state, attempting to find a new location for the school; it was while
cn tbis mission that he happened
tc stop in Upland.
wnne tnere,
While
there, he explained his
trip to some merchants;
mCit.naiHo, they
vuxsy willwininglv
showed him
him around
town
in^ly showed
around the
the town
-d
the surrounding
and the
surrounding area,
area, and
and he
he

ten acres designated as the college campus,
The building had to be discontinued for a time, however, as
panic swept the country; classes
were held in the town churches and
in empty rooms anywhere; students
in the
of tne
the
ucuw boarded
uvaxuw m
uic homes
uumcs 01
town neonle
at verv
lnm prices.
town
people at
very low
it
It was
was at
at this
this crucial
crucial time
time that
that

t'
to

the
the

- *».«- * — km*01movi°s ,hs sch°o1 rii

S'^ Z 0nC6 ^ Seemed
syndicating, editing and contribut.ing to turners and
that. the
th p difficult,es were
wcvo mounting
mmmfinr.
that
ing
to papers and magazines!
greater ones.
into
even
I SURELY OWE THE ECHO
It was at this time that the
HIGH PRAISE!
Board of Local Preachers of the
Methodist Church stepped in and
r
EJ'i
D £1
offered
to take charge of the fitX-tV.HU tClltOr KGTleCTS
nancial
and
educational policies of
Con't from p. 4
the school. Their first action was
.
18.one Place where a little Chris- to contact Dr. Thaddeus C. Reade,
tain salt could heal many wounds,
, , ,
,
,,
,
, , .
that, most briefly, is part of the a noted educator then located in
secular challenge.
Zanesville, Ohio. He accepted their
Preparation for the Christian as invitation to become president of
a
011™31131 is
ls lifetime.
a Jjournalist
lifetime, It
it never Taylor University.

Z;, ,Z
tnis
t lf place.
Pl^e'
laylor made a proposition to
the Land Company in Upland. It
w,as to donate ten acres of land
and $10,000, and the school would
be nloved to Upland.
Citizens Survey Campus
Following this proposition, a
d.el.e<ration °f Prominent
Upland
citizens—John W. Pittenger, Rev.
T c ivuu
n
JC. White, Mr. Bugher,
and others—was sent to Fort Wayne to
survey the building there and the
location of the school.

r

.
... .
, .
T
1
rustees withdrew
withdrew their
tVie.1T firi Trustees
r.ancial support and declared
themselves free from all responsibility of the university's debts.
Responsibility Faced
Dr. Reade was left with the
entire burden of administrative
control and financial responsibility He faced it.
He wrote books and lectured to
.
„
, ,
raise money for the school. His
Life of Sammy Morris was sold at
ten cents per copy in order to help
meet the expenses. Later proceeds
After they had made their
£rom the book- as well as all of
ZZ. There is reading'' writing,
As Dr. Reade progressed in his
thlnkl"£'
praying—repeated for- administrative dutieg he realized port to the town' they immediately the money Dr. Reade could coneyer- And dlalegue with people —
' ,
,
began surveying and selling lots tribute, financed the building of
m1 many
many places.
places" This
This way ulaL
a
something must be
^ kkmtlS
Jnds> 'i*
"""imaiing
oe cone
done to in
jn what
now known
the Uniwhat is
is now
known as
as the
Uni. the old Sammy Morris Hall.
t!ie i°urnalist feels the pulse beat ease the financial burden of the versity Addition adjacent to the
'
"
Taylor Sold for $5
°f Zfe under factual conditions.
An interesting fact about Tay
We need to emulate Solomon
lor University—it was sold in
that wisest of Old Testament
1894. The sale was to take place
kings. Was he naturally wise? No.
in Marion, Indiana, in February of
But he asked for "the wisdom of
r
that year because of debts con
was
. (| Rings 3)' which was
tracted by the school.
*r?nted- How much we
Mr. Bugher of Upland, who hapneed tj"3 wisdom today!
By PAM STEELE
over 4,000 people, Taylor played pened to be in Mari°n on the day
„ ., y.
's °m Is Needed
...
- of the sale, went to the courtTaylor's first Homecoming Day, her first inter-collegiate
football
Ab°Ut what do we need wis
P
1948' was
24,' 1948,
was a
a mark
mark in
game with
with Huntington
Huntington College
College ir
in house to attend. He was the only
dom?" you ask. For a brief start September
m game
ber history that was to become Marion, and lost 12-6. At half
bidder, and he demanded that the
think on these topics. Wh t •
th'
clerk start the sale although no
time
the
Grant
County
band
gave
Visible e™on - the Church? an annual tradition.
""
'
' ~
The events of the day began a series of exhibitions with their other bidders had appeared.
What Sh0uld be the evangelical's
_
He bought the papers to the
stance in relation to the Ecumeni
with the Matriculation address marching and lighted batons, and
school
for $5.00; he is the only
tbe
cal Movement'
given by Dr. Y. R. Edman, Presicrowd joined them in singing
man to have actually owned the
How is God (through the Holy dent of Wheaton College.
"Back Home in Indiana."
institution. In 1895 he gave the
Spirit) working in the world toAt 4 p.m. there was a service of
The queen candidates were drivdeed
to the trustees as a gift.
en
day? Is speaking in tongues a val- dedication for the new Science
before the stands, and Dr.
Gem Praises
id manifestation of the Spirit? Hall which was presided over by Meredith announced the first
The
financial
crisis seemed to
What does it mean to think Chris- Taylor's president, Dr. Clyde Homecoming Queen as Martha
have passed for the time being,
tianity?
Meredith.
Busch from Underwood, North
however, and in 1898 the first
js
In the Recreation Hall in the ^ak°!-a* She was presented with pem
mos|. important thing toGem ever to be published by TayFundamentalism ? evening 150 alumni attended the a bouquet of roses
and led the pro- ior University could iay^hZabor
cession around the stadium. To cli- Dr
If not,
not. what
what are
are the
the real
reel issues?
iwnoa? banquet given
mVon ,'v.
u..... honor.
i.,,—..
f\
, .
Reade
if
in their
max the half time ceremonies, a
<<
L
_ ,
j vn have
nave well-formed
weii-xormea anIf you
Taylor Plays First
,, » theSe
,,
group of students led the crowd in of th r ,, ' Z 6
charg<
iWelS f°r &11 °f
questions,
Inter-collegiate Game
wire me — collect!
i f /
TZ practlcall5
That night before a crowd of singing the school song.
without funds or students. Toda;
This was the beginning of a we have a University equal in rani
Indiana Central College
celebration which taylor has con- to many of the larger, and a few
Indianapolis, Indiana
tinued to honor for 15 years.
years ago, more promising ones.'

Taylor Initiates Homecoming

Tradition In September, 1948

•
jZ with B. R. Pogue
andZtumni'news!" C
° ^
,
I have all the issues of that
i /.
~
i .
year before me. Bound in dirty
hrnwn
T
brown covers (which I remember
ed as a pleasing soft brown) size
6%xl0, it was printed on a fine
enamel paper.
Poet's First Rhymes In Echo
We at Indiana Central College, and especially the staff of our
My very first effort at rhyming newspaper, the Reflector, congratulate you and salute the Echo as
appeared in the Echo. THE BAL- it observes the 50th anniversary of its establishment.

Congratulations!

LAD OF THE INCORRIGIBLE
For it to have served the students of Taylor University for
PROSCRASTINATOR was an ac- half a cenfury is an accomplishment of which you and your fellow
On this 50th anniversary of the Echo, I am delighted to extenc
count oi' a battle waged by one workers can well be proud.
the heartiest congratulations and best wishes to the staff who no\A
Best wishes for the next 50!
carry on the excellent traditions of the school paper.
Roy Ellinghouse, student, against
Leonard E. Pearson
the everCpfresent temptation to
As a student at Taylor, as a member of the administration
Publications Adviser
and as an alumnus, I well remember the Echo. I have only genuine
dally. Roy, though of good mind,

was highly averse to "cracking the
books." An agent "wised him up."
Roy invested in an Efficiency
Course, complete with a large
chart for scheduling his minutes
and hours and several equally
large, bound volumes of directive
instructions, repleat with guiding
examples. Ellinghouse became ef
ficient for a few days, then junked
the course in favor of his past
pleasure. I wrote the events in
rhyme.
Gur English teacher, Miss Marie
Zimmerman, graduate of the Uni
versity of Berlin, PhD. from The
University of Chicago, displayed
her vituperative talent for spread
ing red ink on my manuscript, ad
vised recasting and publication in
the Echo.
A copy of that issue came to me
at Daleville, Indiana, where Vere
Abbey and I were holding a
Christmas-vacation revival. I was
thrilled at seeing my first lines in
print, but Abbey was visibly and
audibly unimpressed.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

appreciation for the student paper in each relationship.
A college paper serves a vital role in the life of a collegiate
institution and affords the student rich opportunities for self
expression and service, and it gives to the whole college famik
as an instrument of communication.
,
!

perso,laJ life has been
S . e r r. e d

years.

enriched because of the Echo wher

Z6"
t y 6 a r S a Q ? Z m a n a 9 ' n g editor and then when
honor of serving Taylor University as president for eighi

in thfZt

t h Z, E c ! , °

ever continue as the instrument of influence

p a S t " l f d e s e r v e s a significan
oil in the
of
ruS k66"
c e in the life of a Christian college as is Taylor University.

Evan H. Bergwall
Class of 1939
Proof Reader 1936-37
Managing Editor 1937-38
President 1951-1960
*

*

*

North Indiana Conference
National Evangelist
ra9'.n9 to,have

your
Echo'in'itfbZf
Echo in its half century of operation

versit^td b e t l t S :

iT^rre?ica'sribe st

reP°rt

°n the progress of the

^has a ' ^ L i ^ f a c S

S Kin9d0m

"

L°'d

de^

Hi*

~

ha vino" toft J 0 '™ 1 " P r f d T ° f T a y l o r University, for nine years,
having left because of a break in health. The Echo has filled a

TWE ASSIGNMENT THE <?UESTlON VSDBSPeRFKTLYCLEAl?.''

, e a d e « a n d patrons of T.U. and in many
other drNo! T ™ 9
other circles, I am sure. I wish for it a useful program, even be
yond the borders of the Taylor University Family.

John H. Paul
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Enrollment Reaches High of848; Cont- FROM P- 5
Indiana Has Largest Percentage ECHO Excerpts Tell History of Taylor
By MARGE SCHIPPERS
Recently released official enrollment figures for the Fall semester
show that the enrollment has set
an all-time high with 848 students
registered, according to Dr. E.
Sterl Phmney, Registrar.
This is an increase of 1.72% over
last year. The freshman class increased 5.3% over figures from
last year.
The breakdown of the enrollment

English Proficiency
Tests Are October 29
exams given to all sophomores at
Taylor, will be held from 7:30- to
11:30 a.m on October 29. Transfer
students who have not taken a
comparable examination will also
be asked to participate in this
testing program.
rm,„
t h e p u r p o s e o f- .vt h i s p r o g r a m i.s
to find students deficient in their
ability to use the English lan
guage and to help them correct
this deficiency before they begin
their senior year.
Professor Herbert Lee has explained that much of the anxiousness on the part of the sophomores
about to take the test is unnecessary, because very few students
each year are put on the list.
Only those falling below the
2i5th percentile on the national
scale of this test or those failing
Freshman Composition will be con
sidered deficient.
Students whose last names begin with A-L are to report to
Shreine-r Auditorium for the reading section of the test, while students whose last names begin with
M-Z will report at the same time
to the library for the writing section. Professor Charles Bromley
has asked that all students taking
the test bring several well-sharpen-

ed pencils with them at this time,
according to classes is the following:
Freshmen
283
Sophomore
206
Junior ...
161
Senior
180
5-year
1
Special
17

which were lost, faculty and administrative
persons
sustained
heavy personal losses in the fire,
President B. Joseph Martin, who
had served as president for only
shortly over a week, lost the only
manuscript of a book he had been
preparing for the past ten years,
January 12, 1961
FORT WAYNE CHOICE
Total
848
CLIMAXES SEARCH FOR
RELOCATION SITE
Of the 848 students enrolled, 403
are men and 445 are women. The
breakdown of classes according to
sex is as follows:
Men Women
- 137
146
. 99
107
. 71
90
. 84
96
1
Special
12
5

Total
. 403
445
The student body representation
according to states
, , has
. , . also
. been
...
tallied. Indiana leads this classification with 30.66% of the enrollment The percentage of

students

°ther states are represented in the following statistics:
Ohio
14.39%

from

the

Michigan
Illinois —
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

12.62%
12.50%
7.61%
4.60%
4.48%
2.71%
33 other states
10'73%
Baptist, Methodist, and Inde
pendent or unclassified denomina
tions represent about 60% of the
enrollment.
Other major denominations are
Evangelical Free Church, Evangelical United Brethren, Christian
and Missionary Alliance, Presbyterian, Mennonite, Friends, United
Church of Christ, Christian, Lutheran, Plymouth
Church
outh Brethren, (Jhurch
n, Missionary Church,
of Brethren,
and United Missionary.
„

Members of the 1914-15 Echo staff work diligently on an early
issue of the paper.

Chorale To Sing at Methodist
Laymen's Rally in Fort Wayne
The Taylor University Chorale
appear November 10, at 7:30
p.m. before the annual laymen's
rally of the Fort Wayne district
the Methodist church in the
0,f
cvn+Hch p;+„
-llm
n
^
'
1
Galph
Sockman,' noted
" Methodist minister, will deliver the keynote address of the evening.
„

Editors Are Expected to Stray
sort of nuisances, and I presume
I was no exception."
Don Miller states, "It was our
intention from the very beginning
to make the paper of interest
above all to the students, and if it
happened to interest the faculty
and alumni as well, that was an
added blessing,
Editor Drives Truck
The present editor, Marijane (Ritter claims that driving an old Ohevrolet carry-all truck to Marion twice
a week' was the least desireable
aspect of the position.
One of the most profitable things
for ECHO staff members is that
when they graduate, they may
marry each other. Riley B. Case
('55) reports, "In '85, Jewel Reinhart was a reporter for the ECHO
. .
Later she married Bill Coburn, editor in '54. My own wife
was Ruth Ungenholz, assistant
editor '85."
A year or two later Mariam Martin and Bill Dowell, editor and assistant editor, also married. Ted
Engstrom, former president of

VICTORY LANES
Modern Alleys

Come - Relax - Have Fun
Phone 348-2905

State Rd- 26-W-

Hartford City, Ind.

The chorale will offer a onehalf hour program of religious
music, ranging from the early
aeventeenth century through spir'tUal t0 contemP°rary selections,
The
diversified repertory ineludes: God of all Lovely Sounds,
A11
Gloria in Excelsis Deo, O.Lord, Increase My Faith, Psalm 96, There
's a I'M*11 'n Gilead, I m Goin to
1 n 1:
1 VI /j f ko oil AVOIAIC* 4-VO /IT 41 AV, «-» 1
Sing,
and the chorale's traditional
theme song, O God, Our Help in

campus.
Fort Wayne, under the agree
ment, is to provide $1.5 million
plus the purchase price of the
campus site. The Fort Wayne Jaycees have offered to conduct a
three-year campaign to raise the
city's share of the funds. Taylor
will provide 3 million for the initial construction.
September 13, 1962
TEACHER EDUCATION
PROGRAM HERE RECEIVES
NCATE ACCREDITATION
Taylor's teacher education pro
gram has been accredited by the
National Council for Accredita
tion of Teachers Education, Presi
dent B. Joseph Martin has an
nounced.
Taylor is one of nine Indiana
colleges and
universities
to
achieve this distinction.
Dr. Robert B. Hayes, Chairman
of the Division of Education, term
ed the accreditation "highly signi
ficant" in view of the fact that
reciprocal licensing agreements
NCATE exist in more than thirty
states. He also stated that of the
approximately 1,190 institutions
throughout the United States
which are preparing teachers, only
about 375 have NOATE1 accredita
tion.
February 22, 1963
INDIANA INDUSTRIAL
UNIVERSITY ANNOUNCES
PLANS TO PURCHASE, SHARE
TAYLOR'S FACILITIES
Indiana Industrial University, a
newly formed educational institution, announced that they have
signed a purchase contract for the
purchase of all of the Upland facilities owned by Taylor University (including some faculty homes.)
Representatives of the two
Boards of Trustees have been discussing me
the transfer
of the campus
transter 01
last September and they
since
feel that they now have a workable
l
plan.
LLU. Opens This Fall

r r a®"
,
Indiana Industrial University0
Prof. Marvin G. Dean, director
-n
* n
,
«
, . ' T
will open with the fall
semester
of the Chorale, stated, We con- of 1908 Qn a temp
g

Cont. from p. 4

staff.
One editor had the opportunity
of covering Sputnik. Miriam (Martin) Doell ('57-'58) relates, "Sputnik was launched, and to present
scoop coverage, the staff 'photographed' it with hammer and
sickle astride!"
Through the years our editors
have developed their own philosophy of newspaper reporting.
David Thoph ('50-'51) recalls,
"I was guilty of using a rather
flamboyant and pugnacious editorial and fancied myself as being
the champion of 'the truth' on
campus. This led to some interesting reactions among both faculty and students. As I get out the
old copies now and read them
over, my main reaction is one of
embarrasment."
Sherman Spear ('38-'39) adds
"Most college editors want to be
crusaders and reformers. This is
good training for a later role
where crusaders and reformers
are valuable to society. Campus
crusaders tend, however, to be

Agreement to move the university was reached at the meeting
of the Board of Trustees on Jan.
6. The decision climaxed nearly
seven months of exploration since
the board voted to seek a new site,
Within two weeks a committee
will be appointed from the Board
of Trustees to negotiate with Fort
Wayne authorities to complete
matters of finance and arrangements for construction of a new

Youth for iChrist, International,
can be included in this list of ro
mantic editors for he married the
Echo secretary,
Thus, being an editor may
bring headaches, history, and
heartthrobs,
:
~

Norm Nelson Presents
Concert November 7

J
J' _.°P:
portunities the Chorale has ever
had." Several thousand represent
atives from five Indiana counties
are expected to attend.
Dr. Sockman has a list of impressive accomplishments. He is
president of the Carnegie Founda
tion Council on Religious and- In
ternational Affairs, the Lyman
Beecher Lecturer at Yale Uni
versity, a trustee of New York
University, Ohio Wesleyan University, Syracuse University, and
Drew University, and a director of
the Hall of Fame for Great Amencans. Dr. Sockman has also publish-ed a number of books.
This performance is the first of
a series of appearances in the Fort
area thig ygar simjijar and

adJacent

to the present Taylor
campus. Since Taylor is in a construction period, it will be neces
sary to operate the campus with
a joint operation committee (composed of Dr. B. Joseph Martin, Dr.
Milo A Rediger> and Paul D Kel_
ler) and maintain the educational
activity of the present university.
Plans are to set up a temporary
administration building, c l a s s rooms, and a student center in the
area now occupied by the president,s hom„ and during the change.
over period ^ operate both unj,
versities
under
a
cly,ss.campus

arrangement
as to classes
November 7, Norman Nelson,
known as "The Singing Ambasusage of student facilities.
sador, will present a sacred concert in Maytag Gymnasium at 7
275'
P-mmore comprehensive programs will
Mr. Nelson is one of America's
RECORDING TAPE
be held in many churches and
most outstanding Gospel tenors,
auditoriums for various groups
He appeared as the soloist for
President Kennedy's Presidential a
ga a . .
Prayer Breakfast in Washington,
with this coupon
D. C.
COMPLIMENTS
Recently Mr. Nelson returned
OF
MARION
from an extensive missionary concert tour in the Far East. He is
CAMERA SHOP
now heard on over 400 radio broadcasts every month in that area.

44c

Lesleys' Shoes, inc.

•• •
.'Ma.

Hartford City

•.w; MONTGOMERY WARD

106 W. Main St.
Phone 348-2000

WANT IT — CHARGE IT — Pay in 30 days or up to 2 years to pay
Satisfaction guaran teed or your money back
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Dr. Coughenour Aids in
Taylor Sports Program
By MIRIAM SCHMIDT
"It's a real pleasure for me to
be able to work with the boys,"
states Bob Coughenour, the doctor
who's been donating his services
to the Taylor football and cross
country teams.
Dr. Coughenour, business manager of the Echo while he was atTaylor, has taken an active interest in the Taylor teams. He
provided free physical examinations and flu shots for the play
ers and attends all the games.
A member of the Class of 1950,
Dr. Coughenour participated on
the football team and began a
pre-engineering course which he
switched to pre-med.
He was saved at the Taylor
Youth Conference and dedicated
his life to the Lord at the spring
missionary conference in his fresh
man year.
Since that time Dr. Coughenour
feels the Lord has led him step
by step through both good and
bad times.

ticing in this location and feels
that the Lord has led him through
these experiences for a definite
reason —• the development of a
mature Christian character,
A favorite verse which expresses
the way Dr. Coughenour feels
about the Christian walk is Matthew 6:33, "But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things shall be
added unto you."

Taylor Is A Preparatory Place To Train Youth
How To Live, Learn and Mature Together

alumnus stated:
individual may express their feelBy AUDREY SCHULTZ
"It. is difficult to describe all ings in different words, each opinTo the outside world, Taylor is
known by her alumni. The alumni that Taylor means to me. As a ion is basically the same.
remember Taylor for the effective student at Taylor I found high
"Taylor University is a group
Christian education which they re academic standards in the fullyof Christian people who have a
accredited liberal arts program.
ceived.
common aspiration of pointing
"But more important than any
They are grateful for the friend
people to Jesus Christ whether
ly atmosphere and the treasure thing else, I found Taylor to be
they be believers or not.
chest of wealth open to anyone and that which her motto says she
"This aspiration gives Taylor
,
.„.
,
. ,
everyone who is willing to partake is—'Effectively Christian'!
University unity in a large group
"I am thankful that Taylor
of
Not °nly arf ^ vocational
where the Spirit works thus giv
and spiritual aspects of life empha continues to be 'Effectively
ing confidence in God and His
sized but the everyday social mat Christian!' Taylor is a unique
people who pattern after Him.
school — high academic stand
ters.
"Taylor University is an evi
Because of their gratefulness to ards, full accreditation, and a
dence
of the living God when its
Taylor, the alumni are the strength wholesome Christ - centered
members
show interest for one
of the University, and her continu atmosphere in which students
another through prayer, concern,
can
mature
spiritually
as
well
as
ation depends almost solely on their
comfort, or rejoicing.
support. For this reason the alum academically and socially.
"Taylor is a preparatory place
"I
am
thankful
that
her
young
ni are known as the V.I.P.'s — the
to
train youth how to live, learn
people can meet God, discover
very important people.
and grow together in a Christian
His
will
for
their
lives,
and
pre
Many alumni have verbally ex
setting that this experience may
pressed their appreciation for Tay pare well for their life's work."
Taylor has a deep meaning to later be shared with those who
lor. When recently asked about the
do not know Christ."
personal meaning of Taylor, one all of her students. Although each
Taylor has had much influence
on her family. Another alumnus
has this to say:
He completed his medical school
"The influence that Taylor has
ing at Indiana University School
made upon my life can never be
of Medicine and was looking for
measured. I found an opportunity
ward to a future as a medical mis
to advance spiritually as well as
sionary to the Belgian Congo. The
intellectually in an atmosphere
Lord closed this door, however, and
Herman Graff, Theological 1907, accepted an $800 pastorate in that was conducive to growth.
Dr. Coughenour worked in Arizona
"Taylor is what each individual
is serving a $1,500 charge at Gay- South Dakota . . . W. L. Thompwith the United States Public
ville, S. D. . . . M. F. Hapgood, son, A. B. of 1913, has been elect- chooses to make it, for you are
Health Service for two years.
Theological 1009, is serving a ed principal of the Fairmount not forced into a mold that
With the birth of their fourth
splendid charge at Langford, S. D. Academy . . . Flora E. Brooks, shapes each individual to fit a
Dr. Robert Coughenour, past Bro. Turbeville, A. B. 1906, has A. B. of 1913, has accepted a po- pattern but rather given freedom
child the Coughenour's were dis
qualified from the mission field, president of the Alumni Asso met with remarkable success at sition as stenographer of the Co- to develop a Christ-centered in
and he set-up a general practice ciation and present physician of Sioux Rapids, Iowa . . . Robert lumbian School Supply Company dividuality."
Again the personal influence of
in a poor section of Indianapolis. the football team, pauses while Stuart, A. B. of 1906, has like- of Indianapolis,
Here Dr. Coughenour was dis speaking to campus group.
wise made an enviable record at
O. C. Brown has a fine position Taylor has made a deep impression
couraged as he found it hard to
Akron, la. . . . Guy W. Holmes, at Crawfordsville, tuning pianos on lives.
establish a clientele. But trusting
A. B. 1913, was united in mar- . . . Miary Yonan, academy 1913,
"Taylor University has had a
Chapel Slate
in the Lord he gained strength
riage to Ella McClellan, academy was married at her home in Chi- direct influence upon my life tofrom his life verse: "Commit thy „ , 00
„
,
1912, on the 4th day of Septem- cago Sept. 1st . . . Rev. A. A. Ire- wards what I call, using the
T
. ,, T , ,
,
/ Oct. 28—Ttev. James R. Bishop
way unto the Lord; trust also m
ber. Mr. Holmes is serving a lan is pastor of the M. P. circuit Biblical words, "the more abund
Oct. 30—Prof. Herbert Lee
him; and he shall bring it to
good charge near Tipton . . . L. C. of Upland . . . B. W. Lewis, ant life.
Nov. 1—Dr. Robt. Pickering, Dean
pass." (Psalm 37:5).
Wisner, academy 1910, will return A. B. of 1913, has been named
"There are increased oppor
...
.. , ,
of Students, Indiana Tech.
After a particularly discourag- Nqv_ 4_Rey Robt Center
to Taylor and finish her college pastor of Grace M. E. Church at tunities of service; I have a
Anderson, Ind. He will take his greater appreciation for the finer
ing period of time the financial
course with the class of 1914
Nov. 4—Dr. Ernst Steury
Misses Ruth things in life; music, drama, etc.,
situation became almost desperate
A" thls,year
W. L. Kidder, A. B. of 1913, has
Nov. 8—Norm Nelson
Wray and Juanita Rorabaugh, as well as those matters that re
and Mrs. Coughenour spent an en
graduates of Music 1913, have late to one's profession, and I
tire night on her knees. The fol
gone east for further musical find that all of life becomes more
lowing morning a total stranger
study . . . W. H. Harrison, Theo meaningful as I interpret it
walked into Dr. Coughenour's of
logical 1900, is a very successful within a Chrisian frame of refer
fice and offered to sponsor him in
opening a practice in Mar's Hill,
pastor of Ninth St. Church, Marion, ence!"
an area that needed a doctor.
Taylor has offered a "More
Ind. . . . Chas. Archer, academy
Feeling that this was the Lord's
Abundant
Life" to all of the alumni
1912, has been appointed pastor of
will, Dr. Coughenour accepted the
who were willing to receive it.
,
, the Marion U. B. circuit . . . Aroffer and opened a practice in a
Taylor
to her students,, „—
past and
By MARGE SCHIPPERS
the backbone and only permanent
——
re-modeled house next to a drug
The Alumni Association of Tay- financial organization that Taylor m'gton Singer, A. B. 1907, is the present( is more than just a liberal
store where he obtained medicine }or University, now consisting of has. Each year they provide 50 to beloved pastor at Ridgeville, Ind. arts college; it is a school where
at cost until he was established, about 4,300 members, has once 75 percent of all school funds.
. . . Paul Jameson, A. B. 1912, is all life and activities are centered
Here his business flourished and more begun its yearly campaign
Under the direction of six board pastor at Otto, New York . . . around one dominant figure —
within five months he was so busy to raise needed funds for the members, the Alumni fund has set Walter S Burleson A B 1007 is
he had to hire an assistant.
school.
for its goal a total of $60,000 per
'
" ' ' '
'
e sup
0
lg
00 at
mco>
At the present time he is pracThe Alumni are considered to be year. One third of this money is
used to help pay the operating ex- O'kla. • . . A. H. Hettelsater spent
AFRICA CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE
penses of Taylor, while another the summer at Sawyer, Mich., and
TAYLOR
Eunice E. Dodge, Editor
third goes into the teachers' pro- expects to be in Chicago this comALUMNI & FRIENDS
P.O. Box 8293 Causeway
gram. The final third is put into ;n „ w j n t P r
Compliments of
Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia
the buiiding fund.
It is a privilege to greet you all at this fiftieth anniversary
Executive
Director,
"Alumni
The
occasion. It would be interesting to be with you to help celebrate, E,d» Bruerd, carries out all plans
but I suppose I wouldn't know many of you.
and policies' of the organization.
DOWNTOWN MARION
Upland
I want to salute especially those who worked on the Echo jjis job is vital because he repreand
when I did, particularly the editor during most of that time, George sents the school while campaigning
ee
'- . and the Alumni while working here
Standard Service
Journalism got a firm hold on me during my T.U. days and at Taylor,
some of you may know that I have been editing the AFRICA
then, means
The
ass0ciation,
CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE for seven years.
much to an those at Taylor. Its
DICK HOWARD
May God bless each of you as you meet and reminisce and role is an important one—that is,
3749 S. Wash. - Marion
as you depart for your separate activities.
it makes it possible for students to
Dalpha Metcalf,
WY 8-7793
Mrs. Ralph E. Dodge
attend
an inter-denominational
Owner
& Operator
Class of 31
Christian university.
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Short Trip Into Past Reveals
A Different Kind of Athletics
By MAX SHOWALTER
Fifty years ago sports at Tay- As we watch them play in 1015,
lor were not the same as they are we say to ourselves, "They are
today. Let's turn back the hands fast." Percy Culver is the tall
of time to the year 1913 and place center, 'Nels' Hanson and captain,
ourselves on the Taylor campus. Bobby Morris, hold down the forAs we step on the campus, one ward spots, while Willie Stuart
of the first things we see is the and 'Mac' MiciClish are the guards,
construction work being done on You know as you sit in the stands
the new gym. After joining the that the Thalos are not worried
tV Ui,1C= satiation and paying because they have Von 'Hanson
e
e , a s u en ee s responsi- an Brubaker on the bench as subbilities and a right to take care of stitutes.
the new gym.
THE PHILO BASEBALL TEAM
If we were to take a Physical
The Philo's are the team to beat
Training class at Taylor in 1913, in baseball. Besides having a fabwe would find that we would go ulous lineup, the Philos also have
through a complete system of two strong pitchers. On May 15,
training because athletics are be- 1915, the Philos beat the Thalos in
ing emphasized more this year a baseball game,
than ever before.
Now as we turn the hands of
Perhaps you would play in the time up to 19-63 again, we see the
annual baseball game between the football team practicing behind a
new students and alumni.
newer gym, and signs in the gym
Prospects Hold Promise
announcing Taylor's newly formed
Future athletics are promising wrestling team. All these are
due to the new gymnasium, the things we didn't see on our trip
Athletic Association, and the in- back to 1913.
terest shown by the students. So
intercollegiate sports now domilet's give athletics a couple of
nate Taylor's athletic program. As
years to develop at Taylor and reyou can s6e> the sPorts program
visit the campus in 1916.
at
As we return to the campus, we
Taylor has come a long way,
find that tennis is easily the most and with the fine coaches and the
popular sport, having the lowest f;ne support from the students it
and the highest academically-rated
, , ,. ,,
, , ,
..
/
will go a lot farther,
students, as well as the faculty,
participating. If, on your visit to
the campus, you should happen to
arrive at 4:30 a.m., don't be sur
prised to see students playing
tennis.
Taylor's Athletic Association is
well organized by this time with
most of the students and some of
the faculty as members. Boxing
By BARTON COMSTOCK
and football, as well as intercol
Through the ages man has allegiate sports, are not present; ways used running as a form of
however, a student can participate sp0rt and exercise. In 1938 crossin tennis, baseball, and basketball, country running was introduced to
Competition is great between in- Taylor's athletic program.
dividual students, different classes,
Running on Taylor's first squad
and the various organizations of were John Zoller, Maran Garrison,
the school.
Vincent Butler, Ashton McEvoy,
Five tennis courts now appear and Harry Van Meter. These "lovon the campus as well as a base- ers of the country" ran in regularball diamond and a well-equipped ly-scheduled meets against Andergym with mats, rings, new basket- son, Butler, and Indiana Central,
balls and baskets.
In 1949 the Trojan Harriers
TWP THATO MAVUTIIAIT
a
-A
r r
v, V A
THE THALO BASKETBALL
under the guidance of Coach Edgar
S
TEAM
May, captured the Hoosier ColThe Thalo basketball team, rep- lege Conference Championship.
resenting the Thalonian organiza- The Trojans managed to put six
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Past Taylor Philo Teams Mark Onset
Of Present Class Intramural Program
By LYNN MATTHEWS
"Since Caesar crossed the Rubicon and Napoleon conquered the
world, the success of the Philo
Basketball Team has been a settled
fact." Who were these Philo people
and how do they concern Taylor ?
It's a long story, one that began
more than half a century ago . . .
Back in the days when the enrollment of Taylor averaged a hun<jred and fifty, intense rivalry prevailed between certain groups of

the University. These groups were
literary societies, and one phase
of their rivalry concerned athletics,
The literary societies thought of
man as having a three-fold nature,
that of body, soul, and mind, and
that it behooved a person to develop each thoroughly, lest he become one-sided. Therefore, the
clubs sought a means for body development in inter-society contests,
The history of inter-society
games actually begins about 1895

Posing as representatives of early intramurals at Taylor are mem
bers of the 1911-15 Philo basketball team.

Since Beginning of Cross Country in 1938
Taylor Harriers Demonstrate Love For Country

tion at Taylor, was a nimble team, men in the top 16 places.
Marian College
Indianapolis, Indiana
Congratulations to you, your staff, and all former Echo staffs
on the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of your publication.
I am sure that Taylor University is justifiably proud of your exceptional record and is truly appreciative of your half-centry of fine
service.
On behalf of the Indiana Collegiate Press Association and the
Marian College Marian, I extend earnest wishes to you and those
who follow in your footsteps for many more years of successful
publication of the Echo.
Ann Marie Miller
ICPA Second Vice-President
Marian Editor-in-Chief

STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF
We welcome an opportunity
to serve your banking needs

"Growing by Serving"

THE UPLAND BANK

Members of that hard-working
squad were Reggie Alford, Dick
Plants, Bernie Golland, Ben Bailey,
Ernie MaciDonald, Harold Olsen,
John Kaiser, and Joe Beeson.
In the meet against the Canterbury Harriers, "Iron Joe" Beeson
led the Trojans, as was customary
in all the meets except the conference meet to a satisfying 15-40
victory.
Irojans Continue To Win
Even after losing veteran runners Joe Beeson and Ernie Golland, the Trojans continued to win.
njcv MANTS
Plants XOOK
took the, lend AND
UICK
tne teau ana
ran through the season undefeateclTaylor placed second in the HCC
meet. DICTC Plants and Duane Bishir placed among the top ten runners at the Little State meet.
In 1961 the Trojans finished
second in the Conference meet for
u1CK.
WW
the second year in aa irow.
Dick
Plants outdistanced his nearest
opponent by 215 yards to finish in
first place
Many athletes have run on Taylor's cross country squads and
have proved to be "lovers of the
country." In 1961 John Huibregtse,

with competition in tennis, baseball, track, bicycling, and basketball. The Thalonian and Philalethean Literary Societies were the
first to form teams to compete
against each other in athletics,
Although Taylor students did not
play other colleges, their pep and
enthusiasm for sports were not
weak: they were kept alive by the
inter-society games, a prelude to
intramurals,
Barton Pogue Is Organizer
Instrumental in organizing some
of the early "intramural" games
were Barton Pogue, now an inter
nationally known personality and
poet laureate of Indiana; A. Wes
ley Pugh, a member of the Board
of Directors; and Phil Miller, a
resident of Upland.
The members of the societies
trained faithfully, for they coveted
the championships. In addition to
the Thalos and the Philos, there
were the teams from the Eureka
and Eulogian Debating Clubs.
These four teams displayed their
prowess during thrilling, but keen
ly competitive contests as they en
deavored to win the athletic supre
macy of the school.
Not to be outdone, the women's
sector of literary societies also
participated in sport contests. The
two teams were the Mnankas and
the Songetahas. The only differ
ence between their inter-society
games and the intramural games
now is the respective sports attire.
Clean Athletics Is Slogan
"Clean Athletics" was the slogan
adopted by the societies since the
beginning of their existence. The
societies had a Code of a Good
Sport, tooi; this was patterned
after the Ten Commandments.
Often said of the intramural
games was, "One of the supreme
sights to be seen at Taylor is the
opening of each game when the
teams of stalwart players bow in
meditative silence to their God
as they ask for guidance and help
In 1927 the Philos initiated the
practice of awarding track letters
as a token to those who qualified
with the society's stipulations. The
purpose was to stimulate interest
in track. The T-Club, which was
formed in 1922 by Coach A. H.
, , ,
.
Cornwell, expanded
the practice
of
awarding letters for athletic
achievement to other sports,

setting a new record of 22.02 for
the four miles.
Harriers Try Distance Running
The TU Harriers have not been
confined to four miles, however,
Dick p]ants took the challenge of
distance running and entered the
Boston Marathon, a 26-mile, 385yard race held annually at Boston,
Mass. In 1957 eight Taylor runners entered a 21-mile road race
at Indianapolis.
More recently was a 30 kilome(,er race conducted by the Amateur
Athletic Union in 1961. Fred
I •
T„
,
TT
T I.
Stoclanger,
Jerry
Hackney,
John
Freeman, Dave Bowers, and Paul
Taylor represented the Trojans in
that race. Paul Taylor led the
Rivalry Is Bitter in '30's
squad and placed 25th in what was
The Thirties was a time of
"almost a party." Both he and
vicissitude for Taylor athletics.
Dave Bowers received medals for
The rivalry between the societies
finishing in less than two and a
became so bitter that athletics had
half hours,
to be abandoned by the literary
has ,com® a lonS groups. An intramural program by
"
Way
1S
e£mnmS
years classes was instigated to unite
lhls y f a r fe schedule has the divided University.
Als0' a change in the trend of
***" TT t
<T
AT
thought concerning intercollegiate
A V?
a e' a"
a as ,
.
sports resulted in the introduction
t>.n]]
w
SUCh at Tayl°r" These ^altera[[nr]Pr
Under the leadership of Coach tions made societies more literary
a sophomore, duplicated a record Ge0Vge Glass the sport has expert- and athletics more coilegiate.
set in 1950 and ran undefeated, enoed a building program which Pr0gram Now Includes Intramurals
In the Conference meet Huibregtse promises to put the Trojan Harintramurals have become an inbroke the old record by 24 seconds, riers on top.
tegral part of the sports curriculum
at Taylor University. The boys'
Since the Echo and I are twins (chronologically), I would intramural program, which is unespecially like to salute the paper for its distinguished accomplish- der the direction of Tony Ladd, bements, and to greet every former editor and staff member. I also gan this year with touch football,
want to express my faith for even greater days ahead.
Seventy-two boys comprise the
Dr. Mile A. Rediger
eight teams, two from each class.
To date, the Senior Thunderbolts
captained by Dick Gunderson has
remained undefeated, while the
Sophomore Greeks and Aechaens
vie for second place. Football in
We don't want all the cleaning
tramurals will terminate Novem
ber 9.
Just yours
Golf was an added feature of the
— Agent —
intramural program this fall. In
tramural basketball will commence
Taylor University Bookstore
the second week in November. The
horoscope promises, indeed, to be
Camous Shooo
very favorable for Taylor intra
murals this year.

BOB HUGHES DRY CLEANING
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Hanover Team Expected to Give Indiana Central Takes Cross Country Title;
Trojans Battle in HCC Game Taylor Harriers Are Second in HCC Meet
On Saturday, October 26, the
Trojans will meet Hanover College
in Taylor's annual homecoming
game. Nearly 3,000 fans are ex
pected to be on hand to watch the
contest.
Although Hanover has lost
fourteen games in a row, they
meet a great deal of competition
from such schools as Wabash,
Maryville, Georgetown, Franklin,
and Anderson, and losses to these
schools do not necessarily indicate
a weak team. Hanover will have
the heaviest line the Trojans have
faced this year, and seventeen re
turning lettermen make the team
no less formible.
The team uses a wing-T offence
and features an excellent passer.
With these qualifications the Han
over team is expected to put up a
good battle.
Taylor is currently leading the
Hoosier Conference with a 3 win,

1 tie, 0 loss record. The Trojans
By KURT HUNSBERGEli
meet Wednesday at Indianapolis,
Anderson College, which had
suffered their only loss at the
Coach George Glass' Trojan finishing behind Indiana Central, surprised Glass' harriers last Sat
hands of undefeated Earlham in harriers captured second place in
John jarosinski ied the winning urday by giving them their second
the non-conference game.
the Hoosier College Conference squad by breaking the old course conference defeat in dual - meet
record by one-half second which competition, took third in the allimportant conference meet with
bad
by a Hanover
111 b951. larosinski ran the four 75 points.
HMMI
Finishing behind Anderson were
miles in 2il :10.2.
Manchester
College with 82 points
Taylor bunched up their first
five men bebween places eight and Hanover with 117 points, and
fifteen, totaling 59 points behind Franklin with a 127 point total.
By finishing second, Taylor
Indiana Central's 37. Chuck Hertzqualified
for the Little State Meet
ler, who was running cross coun
try for the last time in HCC com to be held at Indianapolis next
petition, finished first for Taylor Saturday. This is the first season
since Coach Glass began working
with a time of 22:20.
with the Trojans several years
Freshman Dick Gygi, who has
ago that Taylor has performed so
turned in consistently fine per
well in cross country.
formances for the Trojans all fall,
Next year Indiana Central and
threatened to finish among the
Taylor will again probably be the
very first throughout the race.
top contenders for the HCC cross
However, while running fourth
country first-place position. Rec
with 3.5 miles behind him, Gygi's
ord-holder Jarosinski will return
legs failed him, and he was unable
for his fourth year in leading the
to finish the race.
10 squad.
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Another freshman, Russ Potter,
While losing Seniors Chuck
W L
T
finished second for Taylor, taking Hertzler and Dave Bowers, the
Taylor
3
0 1
eleventh place. Following behind Trojans still will boast a strong
Franklin
3 10
him were Sophomore Barry Corn- team. With a few new freshmen to
Anderson
2 11
stock, Junior Paul Taylor, and add to the fine nucleus made of
Manchester
12 0
Freshman Rich Graffis. Senior freshmen, sophomores, and juniors
Hanover
0
2
0
Conspicuous
in
the
midst
of
a
mass
of
helmets
and
jerseys
is
the
Dave Bowers ran sixth for the this year, Taylor will be eyeing
Indiana Central
0
3 0
valuable pigskin clutched tightly by a Trojan ball carrier.
their first championship in cross
Trojans.
country since 1949.
Taylor's runners, places and times
8th—Chuck Hertzler
22
Congratulations!
11th—Russ Potter
22
THE BOARD OF EVANGELISM
12th—Barry Comstock
22
Evangelical United Brethren Church
13th—Paul Taylor
22
15h—Rich
Graffis
22
Lewisburg,
Pa.
Now in his sixth year at Taylor, most valuable player. For two
26th—Dave Bowers
Greetings from a member of the class of 1924!
Bob Davenport led the Trojans years he played professional ball
—Dick Gygi
to an undefeated season in HCC with the Western League cham
Congratulations on the 50th anniversary of the publication
*Did
not finish; three-mile tim<
competition and the conference pions, the Winnipeg "Blue Bomb of the Echo. It was an honor to have a little part for a few years
given.
crown last year; he was also nam ers."
in helping to make this schoolpaper one of interest and a success.
Coach Don Odle, athletic director
ed "Coach of the Year."
It was a rich experience to serve in the different capacities
HCC TENNIS STANDINGS
Acclaimed by the late Henry R. at Taylor, stated, "Certainly the with the Echo staff different years. I appreciated the privilege very
Anderson
coaching
record
of
Bob
Davenport
"Red" Sanders of U.C.L.A. as the
much. May the good work of Taylor University, and the Echo, con Hanover
greatest fullback he ever coached, speaks for itself at Taylor.
tinue for many more years to come.
Manchester
"He has the finest rapport with
Davenport began his athletic career
Rev. Francis H. Fletcher
Indiana Central
at Long Beach, California High his boys as any coach that I have
Taylor
ever
seen.
His
Christian
life
and
School, where he was named
Franklin
"Back of the Year" and elected zeal to make Christ known are cer
student body president during his tainly unusual. He is highly re
spected among the student body
senior year.
and among his colleagues all over
As a sophomore at U.C.L.A. he
the state."
was chosen "Rookie of the Year"
Coach Davenport has already be
in 1953, and was the starting full
gun a football family. Dane, his
back in the Rose Bowl. Look Mag
Intercollegiate wrestling will be 33-4-1. In his senior year in high
five year old son, has all the earazine named him to their Allmarkings of a football player, and inaugurated at Taylor University school he won the Pennsylvania
American squad in 1954, when he
his wife Barb is expecting a call on December 7 when the Trojan State Wrestling Championship in
helped lead U.C.L.A. to the na
to the hospital at anytime to pick grapplers meet Earlham in May the 145 lb. class. He also won the
tional
championship. Although
tag Gymnasium, Coach Don J. Optimist Award for outstanding
up another football player.
hampered by injuries during part
Odle, Athletic Director has an sportsmanship.
of his senior year, Davenport won
nounced.
The tentative wrestling schedule
the Pop Warner Trophy as most
Coach of the squad will be Wil is as follows:
valuable player on the West Coast.
liam Gallo, a corrective therapist Dec. 7—Earlham
H
The Associated Press, United
at the Veterans Hospital in Mar
13—Manchester
T
Press, Collier's magazine, and
ion.
Jan. 11—Hanover
H
other publications selected him to
While a student at Indiana Uni
18—Anderson
H
Ail-American teams. His team
versity, Gallo won the A.A.U.
Feb.
1—Manchester
H
mates voted him best blocker, best
Wrestling Championship in the
tackier, and most valuable player.
8—Anderson
T
155 lb. class and during his col
In
addition, Davenport w o n
lege career compiled a record of
18—Indiana Central
T
U.C.L.A.'s coveted "Most Outstand
ing Athlete" award in 1955.
Following graduation, he joined
the Senior all-stars in their battle
Coach Bob Davenport encour
against the pros in the Hula Bowl ages players during practice ses
in Hawaii, where he was named sion.

U.C.L.A. Prepares Davenport
For Coaching Career at Taylor

Wrestling Team to Begin
Season on December 7
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